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Foreword
CCEA has developed new specifications which comply with criteria for GCE qualifications.  
The specimen assessment materials accompanying new specifications are provided to give 
centres guidance on the structure and character of the planned assessments in advance of 
the first assessment.  It is intended that the specimen assessment materials contained in 
this booklet will help teachers and students to understand, as fully as possible, the markers’ 
expectations of candidates’ responses to the types of tasks and questions set at GCE level.  
These specimen assessment materials should be used in conjunction with CCEA’s GCE 
Economics specification.
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ADVANCED SUBSIDIARY (AS)
General Certificate of Education

2017

TIME
1 hour 30 minutes.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
Write your Centre Number and Candidate Number on the Answer Booklet provided.
Answer all questions in Section A and B and one question in Section C.
You are permitted to use a calculator in this paper.

INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
The total mark for this paper is 80.

• Section A:  25 marks
• Section B:  35 marks
• Section C:  20 marks

Figures in brackets printed down the right hand side of the pages indicate the marks awarded to 
each question or part question.

  ADVICE TO CANDIDATES
You are advised to take account of the marks for each part question in allocating the available 
examination time.
Quality of written communication will be assessed in Questions 3, 4, 5 (b), (c) and (d), 6 and 7.
Quantitative skills will be assessed in Questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (a), (b) and (c)

Economics 

[CODE]
SPECIMEN

Assessment Unit AS 1
assessing

Markets and Market Failure

3
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Section A  

Answer all questions 

1 Assume an economy produces only two types of goods:  televisions and computers.   
The Production Possibility Frontier diagram below shows the different quantities of these 
two goods that can be produced in this economy in a year.

 (a) With reference to the movement from point C to point B on the diagram above, explain 
the term opportunity cost.  [2]

 (b) With the aid of an appropriate diagram, explain the likely impact on the productive 
potential of this economy of a significant increase in immigration.  [3]

2 The table below shows the quantity of packets of a new brand of crisps that are demanded 
and supplied per week.

© CCEA
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 (a) Calculate the total revenue earned by the firm at the equilibrium price. [2]

 (b) Calculate the price elasticity of demand for these crisps when price increases from  
60p to 70p.

  State whether demand is price elastic or inelastic given this price change. [4]

 (c) Assume the firm invests in new equipment which allows it to produce an extra 200,000 
packets of crisps a week at every price level.  Calculate the new equilibrium price.  [2]

3 The leader of the Labour Party has promised to impose a National Minimum Wage 
of £8 per hour by 2020.  Assume the equilibrium wage in the labour market is £7.70.

 With the aid of an appropriate diagram, analyse the likely effects in the labour market 
of a national minimum wage of £8 per hour.  [6]

4 Recent research suggests that, 10 years after the government launched its “5 a day” 
campaign, less than 30% of UK adults eat the recommended 5 pieces of fresh fruit or 
vegetables per day. 

 With the aid of an appropriate diagram, explain why merit goods such as fruit and 
vegetables might be under-consumed in a free market economy.  [6]
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Section B

Read the case study below and answer all the questions which follow

The true cost of chocolate
Sales of chocolate are set to hit a record high this year as the growing middle classes in 
countries such as China and India develop a taste for it.  Consumers in Asia are increasingly 
choosing chocolate as their treat of choice with sales in the region rising by 10% last year 
compared to an increase of 2.5% in Europe and 2.9% in the USA.

The growing taste for chocolate in Asia is being driven by rapidly increasing incomes and 
effective marketing by the big chocolate producers who have positioned chocolate as an 
affordable luxury.  This rise in demand for chocolate is one of the factors in the rapidly 
increasing price of cocoa – a major ingredient in the manufacture of chocolate – with cocoa 
prices reaching an 11 year high in January 2014.
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However increasing demand is not the only factor behind the rapidly rising price of cocoa.  
Poor weather conditions and the rising cost of fertilizer have combined to reduce crop yields, 
while the relatively better returns from alternatives, such as palm oil and rubber, have reduced 
investment in cocoa production as farmers switch to more profitable alternatives. 

While the rise in cocoa prices may be a good thing for cocoa producers in countries such 
as Ghana and the Ivory Coast it is not necessarily good for the environment.  The increased 
demand for cocoa has encouraged farmers to clear greater and greater sections of forest for 
cocoa production, destroying tropical rainforests and hence contributing to global warming.  In 
addition, more intensive farming has encouraged the use of artificial fertilizers, herbicides and 
pesticides which damage the land and the health of those who work on or live near the cocoa 
farms.  

Fig. 1
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Robert Green, an ecologist, stated recently “Cocoa farming is a clear example of market failure.  
Governments in cocoa producing regions need to educate farmers about the external costs of 
using artificial fertilizers and pesticides or provide financial assistance to help farmers produce 
in a more environmentally friendly way.  We need to ensure that these important ecosystems 
are not sacrificed in the search of ever greater profits”.

5 (a) Describe the trend in cocoa prices between 1 February 2013 and 31 January 2014  
as shown in Fig. 1.  [3]

 (b) With the aid of an appropriate diagram, analyse the causes of the change in the price 
of cocoa between 1 February 2013 and 31 January 2014.   [8]

 (c) With the aid of an appropriate diagram, discuss how cocoa production can lead  
to a welfare loss.  [9]

 (d) Evaluate the view that subsidies for environmentally friendly farming are more effective 
than education in reducing the environmental impact of cocoa production. [15]

© CCEA
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Section C

Answer one of the following questions

6 Recent studies have attempted to estimate the price elasticity of demand for private health 
insurance in the USA.  These studies have concluded that it lies somewhere between 
-0.69 and -2.9.  With such a wide margin of error some economists have suggested that 
attempting to measure the price elasticity of demand is a waste of time and effort.

 Critically examine the view that estimates of price elasticity of demand are of little practical 
use to firms in the real world.  [20]

7 In 2013 Britain’s top income earners pulled away from all other income groups, with the top 
20% seeing their incomes rise by £940 on average while the bottom 20% experienced  
a fall in income of £380 on average.

 Evaluate whether using the taxation system is the best way for the government to reduce 
income inequality in the UK.  [20]



THIS IS THE END OF THE QUESTION PAPER
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ADVANCED SUBSIDIARY (AS)
General Certificate of Education

2017

TIME
1 hour 30 minutes.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
Write your Centre Number and Candidate Number on the Answer Booklet provided.
Answer all questions in Section A and B and one question in Section C.
You are permitted to use a calculator in this paper.

INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
The total mark for this paper is 80.

• Section A:  25 marks
• Section B:  35 marks
• Section C:  20 marks

Figures in brackets printed down the right hand side of the pages indicate the marks awarded to 
each question or part question.

ADVICE TO CANDIDATES
You are advised to take account of the marks for each part question in allocating the available 
examination time.
Quality of written communication will be assessed in Questions 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 
Quantitative skills will be assessed in Questions 1, 2, 3, 4 (a), 5, 6 and 7 (a).
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Section A

Answer all questions.  Show all your workings.

1 In 1982 the Gini coefficient in the UK was 0.28
 By 2012 it had increased to 0.33
 Explain what is shown by this increase.  [2]

2 In 2014 the amount of personal tax payable at different income levels was as shown 
below:

 Use the information in the table to explain why the UK personal tax system could be 
described as progressive.  [3]

3 The table below shows weights of different categories of expenditure used in the Retail 
Prices Index (RPI) and the price changes in those categories between July 2013 and July 
2014.  The RPI in July 2013 was 249.7

 
 Calculate the value of the Retail Prices Index for the UK for July 2014.  [3]

4 Towards the end of 2014 the Russian government intervened heavily in the foreign 
currency market to try and prevent the value of the rouble falling.

 
 (a) Explain with the aid of a diagram how the Russian government may have tried to 

maintain the external value of the rouble against other currencies.  [3]

 (b)  Explain why the Russian government would want to maintain the value of the rouble.
   [4]

Total income (£) Personal tax payable (£)
15000 1962
23000 4542
30000 6781
45000 11937

© Crown Copyright - Source: Adapted from data from the Office for 
National Statistics licensed under the Open Government Licence v.3.0..

RPI category Weight (%) Price change July 
2013 – July 2014

Food, drink and 
tobacco

25 +1.56%

Housing and home 
(e.g. mortgage, rent, heating)

42 +3.16%

Personal expenditure 
(e.g. clothing and leisure)

19 +3.52%

Travel costs 14 +0.96%
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5 Analyse possible effects on the Greek economy of the change in prices in Greece between 
2010 and 2012.  [5]

6 The savings ratio is calculated as savings divided by disposable income.  The savings ratio 
in Japan became -1.3% in 2014, showing that Japanese households were using up their 
savings.

 
 With the aid of an appropriate diagram, analyse the effect of Japanese households using 

up their savings on the Japanese economy.  [5]

© The Sloman Economics news site, Pearson Education
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Section B

Read the passage below and answer all the questions which follow

7 UK industries risk becoming less competitive
 British companies are falling behind their European competitors in investment in plant 

and machinery.  Half the companies surveyed in late 2014 have no plans for fixed capital 
investments in the next two years. 

 The table below shows gross fixed capital investment as a percentage of GDP for selected 
European Union countries in 2002, 2007 and 2012

 Some British exporters claim they are not helped by government tax policies.  One 
company director commented on the number of redundant factories with roofs removed 
to avoid business rates.  “They had to do it to survive but it has destroyed infrastructure,” 
he explained.  British manufacturers buy about 30% of the components they need from 
domestic businesses; in Germany this figure is over 60%.  In the UK ‘carbon’ taxes aimed 
at reducing pollution are higher than in most other EU member states, although the tax on 
company profits (corporation tax), with rates of about a fifth of profits, is significantly lower 
than in France or Germany. 

 In November 2014, the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced that he is ready to devolve 
to Stormont the power to tax companies.  Some argue that this will benefit the region in 
developing high-skill industries and increase its ability to attract more like them.  However, 
granting Northern Ireland’s power-sharing Executive the power to set corporation taxes 
may make little difference to its economic problems.  Foremost among those is the region’s 
dependence on public spending:  two-thirds of its economic output is directly or indirectly 
related to the public sector.

 A cut from 21 per cent to 12.5 per cent in corporation tax to match the rate in the Republic 
of Ireland is likely to reduce Northern Ireland’s corporation tax receipts by 40 per cent – 
about £200m based on 2012/13 figures – forcing the Executive to find a way to cover the 
loss of revenue.  One way of doing this would be to stimulate the private sector.

 Professor Brownlow, an economist at Queen’s University in Belfast, warns against 
assuming that a low corporation tax rate is needed.  He says there is much more to 
attracting foreign direct investment than cutting corporation tax.  Professor Brownlow 
argues that there are several countries that have lower tax rates than the Republic of 
Ireland but do not attract high levels of investment from abroad.

Fig. 1

© European Union, 1995-2013 http://ec.european.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained

2002 2007 2012
Czech Republic 27.5 27 23.1
France 18.2 20.9 19.8
Germany 18.4 18.4 17.7
Greece 22.5 26.6 13.1
Ireland 21.5 25.6 10.7
United Kingdom 17.1 17.8 14.4
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 The Nevin Economic Research Institute (NERI) said tax adjustments would not address 
long-term economic challenges.  The think tank said current policy is too focused on 
“inefficient financial support for large foreign-owned companies”.  Instead, it recommended 
that the majority of Invest NI’s grants should be refocused into an “innovation fund” 
to be used for research and development in areas like sustainable energy, food and 
life sciences.  NERI economist Paul Mac Flynn warned that the debate surrounding 
corporation tax is distracting from the long-term investment and capacity building needed in 
key growth sectors of the economy.  “In order to increase productivity, the state must take 
an active role in boosting innovation in the economy and commit to it financially,” he added.

Source: Adapted from a variety of sources, including: The Times, 8 September and 1 December 2014, 
© Copyright 2015 Times Newspapers Ltd, © Adapted from “Tax devolution unites Northern Ireland”, Vincent Boland, 

The Financial Times / ft.com 02/12/2014  and © BBC Newsline www.bbc.co.uk 9 December 2014 
 
 (a) Compare the levels of fixed capital investment in the European economies illustrated 

in Fig.1.  [5]

 (b) Explain how government policies can have an adverse effect on levels of capital 
investment.  [6]

 (c) Discuss how a reliance on the public sector may be damaging to the Northern Ireland 
economy.  [9]

 (d) Evaluate the proposal of the Nevin Economic Research Institute (NERI) to establish  
a government fund for innovation and investment in Northern Ireland.  [15]
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Section C

Answer one of the following questions

8 In 2014 the UK economy was one of the fastest growing economies amongst all major 
industrialised countries.

 To what extent do you think fast economic growth should be the main economic objective 
for the UK government in the next few years?  Justify your answer.  [20]

9 A recent government report suggested that the potential impact of supply-side policies is 
reduced by high unemployment and weak labour demand.  However, the UK Department 
of Work and Pensions and the Department for Employment and Learning in Northern 
Ireland are still working on policies to reduce economic inactivity.

© European Union, 1995-2015

 Critically examine the view that policies aimed at reducing economic inactivity are unlikely 
to increase economic welfare when there is high unemployment in an economy. [20]



THIS IS THE END OF THE QUESTION PAPER
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ADVANCED
General Certificate of Education

2018

TIME
2 hours.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 
Write your Centre Number and Candidate Number on the Answer Booklet provided.
Answer all questions in Section A and B and one question in Section C.
You are permitted to use a calculator in this paper.

INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
The total mark for this paper is 90.

• Section A:  20 marks
• Section B:  40 marks
• Section C:  30 marks

Figures in brackets printed down the right hand side of the pages indicate the marks awarded to 
each question or part question.

  ADVICE TO CANDIDATES
You are advised to take account of the marks for each part question in allocating the available 
examination time.
Quality of written communication will be assessed in Questions 4, 5 and 6.
Quantitative skills will be assessed in Questions 1(a), 2, 3(a), 4(a), (b), (d), 5 and 6.
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Section A

Answer all questions

1 The table below shows the market share by company for the US antivirus software industry 
in 2013.

Company Market share by value
Microsoft 28%
Symantec 16%
Avast! 11%
AVG 10%
ESET 7%
McAfee 6%

 Source: Data adapted from https://www.opswat.com/resources/reports/antivirus-september-2012

 (a) Using the information in the table above calculate the four firm concentration ratio in 
the US antivirus software market in 2013.  [2]

 (b) Analyse one way in which this market structure might affect the pricing behaviour of 
the businesses operating within it.  [5]

2 Studies of the flour and milling industry suggest the Minimum Efficient Scale (MES) for a 
factory is low at between 0.05% and 0.25% of the total market size.

 Analyse the implications of a low Minimum Efficient Scale in this industry.  [5]
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3 Businesses may have different objectives:
 

 (a) With reference to the diagram above:

  (i) State the profit maximising output of the business and explain why you chose this 
output.  [3]

  (ii) State the highest possible output without making a loss and explain why you 
chose this output.  [3]

 (b) In some businesses there is a divorce between ownership and control.

  Explain what is meant by the divorce between ownership and control.  [2]
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Section B

Answer all questions

4 Trouble brewing for local pubs.

Source 1:  UK beer market – Key figures
 

Fig. 1

Source 2:  Sharp decline in the number of UK pubs

The number of pubs in the UK has been in sharp decline for some time, with figures from the 
British Beer and Pub Association (BBPA) showing that the number of licensed premises has 
decreased by 25% since 1982.

Industry observers claim that the UK pub industry is facing the most difficult circumstances 
in its history with an average of 31 pubs closing down each week and one in every twenty of 
those pubs that survived reporting that they made losses in the previous financial year.  Kevin 
Doyle, landlord of the “Bull and Duck”, stated “last year was the worst in my twenty years.  My 
revenues have fallen and my costs have increased - I was able to survive last year because I 
made just enough money to cover running costs such as wages and stock, and pay my heating 
and lighting bills.   However if things don’t improve this year I will have to shut the pub.  It’s not 
something I want to do but I have no choice”.

According to the BBPA there are a number of factors which have combined to cause the current 
crisis.  The biggest one is the economic downturn and the fall in households’ real incomes 
since 2009.  Other factors include the introduction of the smoking ban, increases in duties on 
beer and supermarkets that encourage people to drink at home by selling alcohol cheaply to 
encourage people into their stores.

An industry spokesman stated “the average price of a pint of beer has increased by almost 
20% in the last six years, with the vast majority of this increase being caused by increases in 
VAT and beer duty.  The government fails to realise that the demand for beer has actually been 
extremely responsive to these changes in price.  If the government is serious about saving local 
pubs, it needs to drastically cut the tax it places on beer and spirits”.

© CCEA

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Number of pubs in the UK 52,453 51,178 50,395 49,433 48,006 46,394

Price per pint of beer £2.72 £2.85 £2.98 £3.09 £3.17 £3.23

Duty (tax) per pint of beer £0.39 £0.41 £0.44 £0.47 £0.46 £0.45

VAT per pint of beer £0.36 £0.42 £0.50 £0.52 £0.53 £0.54

Annual beer sales 
(000s of barrels)

30,503 29,514 28,492 27,618 26,997 26,668

Source: data adapted from BBPA
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Source 3:  Rise of the microbrewery

There is a paradox at the heart of the UK pub industry.  While the traditional British pub is 
struggling to make ends meet, pubs which sell more specialised beers with unusual flavours 
and real ales are enjoying a resurgence.  While over 30 pubs closed down every week in 2014, 
over 180 new breweries opened.

“Real ale” is made with all natural ingredients unlike the mass produced and heavily processed 
products offered by the multinational brewers; it has become the beer of choice for the 
discerning post-recession drinker.

Mike Atkinson, owner of pub “Hops and All” stated “customers are now really focused on quality.  
Why would they spend almost £4 on an average pint when they can spend just 10% more and 
get a pint of high quality locally produced ale?”

It is not only pubs who sell specialised beers or real ale that are going against the trend.  Those 
who have invested in refurbishment and those who provide high quality food or an attractive 
outdoor space have also seen increased customers and higher revenues.

Some analysts believe that struggling landlords have two options if they wish to return to 
profitability.  They can either reduce their cost base or they can focus on increasing their 
revenue streams by diversifying and offering more benefits to customers.

 © CCEA

Source 4:  Pubs – a social good or a social bad?

Pubs play an important role in society.  With people working longer hours and social media 
increasingly replacing face-to-face contact, a good pub can provide a meeting place and be a 
focal point for the community.

A good pub is more than just a private company selling alcohol at a profit.  A good pub supports 
local charities and sports teams, while providing a place to drink in a safe, regulated and 
controlled environment.  Data published by the BBPA suggests that the average pub contributes 
about £80,000 to its local economy each year in terms of creating employment and custom for 
local suppliers. 

However not everyone is convinced that the impact of pubs is totally positive.  Fiona Bell 
an anti-drink campaigner stated “go into any large town or city at the weekend and you will 
see binge drinking on a terrifying scale.  Pubs are enticing customers to drink to excess with 
dangerous drinks promotions.  The number of people being treated for alcohol misuse is 
increasing each year and the National Health Service bill for treating the effects of alcohol 
abuse is running at almost £3bn per year.  Far from being an asset to the local economy, pubs 
and nightclubs are a destructive influence on society.  The only thing that all pubs care about is 
maximising their short-run profits, even if this is at the expense of the long-term health of their 
customers and the local community”. 

© CCEA
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 (a) Discuss whether the information in Fig. 1 supports the view that demand for beer is 
price sensitive.  [6]

 (b) With the aid of an appropriate diagram, explain why some loss making pubs are able 
to remain in business in the shortrun while others are forced to close down. [7]

 (c) Evaluate the price and non-price strategies a loss-making pub could use to help 
it to return to profitability.  [12]

 (d) To what extent do you think that the objective of all pub managers is to maximise short 
run profits?  [15]

Section C 

Answer one of the following questions

5 The insurance company Aviva announced plans to merge with UK rival Friends Life to 
create a British insurance giant with a market value of around £20bn.  The company’s 
Chief Executive claimed the combined firm, which would serve around one in four UK 
households, would be good for both customers and the company’s shareholders.

 Evaluate the view that consumers and shareholders will both benefit from the merger 
between Aviva and Friends Life.  [30]

6 According to government figures there are 14,459 dairy farms in the UK who produce over 
520 million litres of milk each year from an average herd size of 125 cows.  The price of 
milk is set at auction and individual farmers have little option but to accept this market 
price.  This data has led many economists to suggest that UK dairy farming is an example 
of a perfectly competitive market.

 Evaluate the usefulness of the model of perfect competition in predicting the behaviour  
of businesses, such as dairy farms, in primary sector industries.  [30]
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Section A

Answer all the questions below.  Show all your workings.

1 The diagram below shows demand for and domestic supply of a product in a particular 
country.  The world price of the product is £100.  The government of the country imposes a 
specific tariff of £40 per item on the import of the product from abroad.

 (a) Calculate the revenue which the introduction of this tariff raises for the country’s 
government.  [2]

 
 (b) Using the diagram above, calculate the dead weight welfare loss.  [3]

Demand

Price (£)

100

200

World supply

Supply

500 1000 1500
Quantity (thousands)

New domestic price

© CCEA
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2 Two countries, ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ are able to produce two types of consumption goods, A and B.   
If they divided all their resources equally between each type of production, their output 
would be as illustrated in the table which follows.  Assume that opportunity costs are 
constant.

 (a) Calculate the opportunity cost of 1 unit of A in terms of B for country Y and Z. [2]

 (b) These goods trade in world markets at an exchange value of 1A : 1.5B

  Draw a new table to show each country’s consumption possibilities after specialisation 
and an exchange of 36 million A for their equivalent in B.  [4]

3 The UK’s current account deficit on the balance of payments reached £72.4bn (4.2% of 
GDP) in 2013 according to the Office for National Statistics.  This is the biggest deficit of 
any major industrialised economy in the world.

 Analyse why this current account deficit may be a cause for concern.  [4] 

Country Good A Good B

Y 30 million
and

60 million

Z 40 million 40 million
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4 The data below shows the annual borrowing (actual and forecasted) of the UK 
government.

 Analyse the implications of the changes in UK fiscal policy needed to bring about these 
forecasted levels of borrowing.  [5]

© Crown copyright, ONS and OBR
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Section B

Read the sources below and answer all the questions which follow

5 Difficult situations call for desperate remedies

Source 1: Different rates of recovery for EU member states

The International Monetary Fund’s forecasts for economic performance in European Union 
economies show some significant national differences, as shown below.

    
Fig. 1 Percentage change in GDP, constant prices

    

     

Fig. 2 Inflation (percentage change in consumer prices)

             © International Monetary Fund  Source: World Economic Database 2014, October 2014

© International Monetary Fund  Source: World Economic Database 2014, October 2014
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Fig. 3 Unemployment as a percentage of labour force

Source 2:  Bank of England to keep interest rates low for now

According to Andrew Haldane, Chief Economist at the Bank of England, productivity in the 
UK needs to improve and wages to rise.  Interest rates should remain low to avoid long-term 
economic stagnation.  Mr Haldane said that he was downbeat over the UK economy because 
of weaker global growth, low wage growth and financial and political risks.  “This implies interest 
rates could remain lower for longer, certainly than I had expected three months ago,” he told 
business leaders.  His speech was delivered in a week when global markets had tumbled, with 
investors concerned by the lack of growth in Europe and especially Greece, the impact of the 
Ebola disease, and worrying economic data from China and the US.  Previously, UK interest 
rates had been expected to rise early next year.

Mr Haldane said there were still plenty of reasons to be cheerful.  UK growth is set to be the 
fastest of any major economy this year and inflation and borrowing costs are low, he said.  
However, he said the “reasons to be fearful” included productivity and wages, which had not 
risen.  Sterling dropped 0.5% against the dollar following his remarks.  Share trading on the 
London market has been volatile.

Howard Archer, Economist at IHS Global Insight, said that the figures for the UK economy were 
“not hugely encouraging.  If productivity fails to pick up appreciably over the coming quarters, it 
indicates that the economy has less potential to grow without generating inflationary pressures 
and that interest rates will likely need to rise at a faster rate than currently envisaged.  The 
more that productivity improves, the greater the scope of the Bank of England to keep monetary 
policy very accommodative.  The Bank of England is currently assuming that productivity will 
pick up only gradually”.

© BBC News 2015

© International Monetary Fund   Source: World Economic Database 2014, October 2014
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Source 3:  European Central Bank forced to take bold steps

In June, the European Central Bank (ECB) imposed negative interest rates of -0.1% on 
Eurozone banks.  Its hope is that this will encourage the banks to stop hoarding money, and 
instead lend more to each other, to consumers, and to businesses, in turn boosting the broader 
economy.  This sounds attractive but has never been attempted within the Eurozone and could 
have unpredictable and unintended consequences.  Those consequences include the possibility 
that banks will pass on to customers the costs they incur for depositing money with the ECB.  
A broader risk is that a negative return on putting funds with the central bank might encourage 
banks to invest in riskier assets to secure a return, potentially pushing asset prices higher.  As 
part of their efforts to find alternative investments, banks are likely to increase their purchases 
of government bonds.  This has potentially serious consequences if banks are holding bonds to 
such an extent that government borrowing costs are artificially low.  If a financial shock occurs, 
the banks and governments could find themselves so intertwined and interdependent that they 
drag each other – and the economy – down.

On the one hand if the negative interest rates provide the desired boost to the Eurozone 
economy and put it on the path to a sustainable recovery, this would be good news for the UK 
economy.  However, if there were some unintended consequences, including a shock to the 
Eurozone banking system, Britain’s economic recovery could potentially be undermined.

© 2015 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Source 4:  European Central Bank fights to support the Euro

In October, the European Central Bank delivered a vigorous defence of its bond-buying 
programme credited with ending the Eurozone crisis, telling the European Union’s (EU) highest 
court that it was essential in preventing the break-up of the common currency and therefore 
within its legal mandate.  The ECB argues that the programme is central to returning price 
stability to the Eurozone – the primary policy goal of the ECB as defined in the EU’s treaties.   
In mid-2012 Greece was at risk of leaving the Eurozone and Italian borrowing costs had risen to 
near record levels.  The undertaking to buy government bonds was intended to bring spiralling 
interest rates under control and end widespread panic that the Eurozone was breaking apart, 
the court heard.

The hysterical atmosphere meant that the normal ECB policy measures – cutting interest rates 
– were not having any effect on borrowing costs for the most troubled Eurozone countries, 
justifying a bond-buying programme as a monetary tool.  Opponents of the scheme had 
brought the case to the European Court, fearing inflationary consequences.  The president of 
the Bundesbank (Germany’s central bank)  had vigorously opposed the idea, concerned that 
member states could become hooked on central bank aid and fail to reform their economies 
sufficiently, but the majority of the 23 ECB council members supported the plan.

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)  also endorsed these 
proposals, warning that the Eurozone crisis posed a grave risk to the global economy.

The European Central Bank also announced that it would be further extending its support for 
the Euro with the launch of a private-sector asset-buying scheme.  ECB President Mario Draghi 
confirmed that the asset-backed securities (ABS) initiative and the central bank’s bond-buying 
programme should last for two years.  They should help push current low inflation back up to the 
ECB’s annual target of just below 2%, Draghi added.
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The ECB intends to purchase bundles of Greek and Cypriot loans, as an integral part of the 
asset-buying programme.  Europe has not yet recovered from the 2008 global financial crisis, 
with unemployment stuck near a record high.  These unconventional measures are designed to 
increase lending and ease the situation of companies and private households.

  ©The Financial Times LTD 2015  Source:    Peter Spiegel, 2014, 

“ECB defends bond-buying plan at top EU court”, FT.com, October 14, 2014
© BBC News 2015

Source: Adapted from BBC News online (various dates), Deutsche Welle online (2 October 2014) 
and ft.com, website of the Financial Times (14 October 2014)

 (a) Using the data in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, discuss the relative performance of the selected 
economies.  [6]

 (b) Analyse the problems for the UK economy that could have been caused by 
performance of the German, Greek, Irish and Italian economies as shown in 

  Figs. 1, 2 and 3.  [7]
  
 (c) According to Andrew Haldane, Chief Economist at the Bank of England UK interest 

rates should remain low.  Evaluate this view.  [12]

 (d) With reference to the sources critically examine the likely effectiveness of the 
European Central Bank’s (ECB)  policies in achieving their targets.  [15]
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Section C

Answer one of the following questions

6 In October 2014, the House of Commons debated a Bill to compel the next government  
to hold a referendum on the UK’s continuing membership of the European Union (EU).

 Critically examine the view that the long term economic benefits of membership of the 
European Union outweigh the disadvantages of membership for the UK.  [30]

7 In 2013, the UK reached the target of contributing 0.7% of its national income in foreign 
aid for the first time, when total aid expenditure reached £11.4 billion or 0.72% of national 
income.  Despite the Prime Minister’s commitment to maintaining aid programmes, 
critics argue that trade liberalisation is the only long-term solution to the problems of less 
developed countries.

 Critically examine the view that aid to Less Developed Countries (LDCs) is currently the 
most efficient way to promote sustainable economic growth.  [30]
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General Marking Instructions 

Introduction
The main purpose of the mark scheme is to ensure that examinations are marked accurately, 
consistently and fairly.  The mark scheme provides examiners with an indication of the nature 
and range of candidates’ responses likely to be worthy of credit.  It also sets out the criteria 
which they should apply in allocating marks to candidates’ responses.

Assessment objectives
Below are the assessment objectives for GCE Economics.

Candidates should be able to:

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge of terms or concepts and theories or models to show an 
understanding of the behaviour of economic agents and how they are affected by and 
respond to economic issues.

AO2 Apply knowledge and understanding to various economic contexts to show how 
economic agents are affected by and respond to economic issues.

AO3 Analyse issues within economics, showing an understanding of their impact on 
economic agents.

AO4 Evaluate economic arguments and use qualitative and quantitative evidence to support 
informed judgements relating to economic issues.

Quality of candidates’ responses
In marking the examination papers, examiners should be looking for a quality of response 
reflecting the level of maturity which may reasonably be expected of a 17 or 18-year-old which 
is the age at which the majority of candidates sit their GCE examinations.

Flexibility in marking
Mark schemes are not intended to be totally prescriptive.  No mark scheme can cover all the 
responses which candidates may produce.  In the event of unanticipated answers, examiners 
are expected to use their professional judgement to assess the validity of answers.  If an 
answer is particularly problematic, then examiners should seek the guidance of the Supervising 
Examiner.  The indicative content provides examples of possible points or lines of argument.  
Candidates do not need to include all these points in their response.

Positive marking
Examiners are encouraged to be positive in their marking, giving appropriate credit for what 
candidates know, understand and can do rather than penalising candidates for errors or 
omissions.  Examiners should make use of the whole of the available mark range for any 
particular question and be prepared to award full marks for a response which is as good as 
might reasonably be expected of a 17 or 18-year-old GCE candidate.

Awarding zero marks
Marks should only be awarded for valid responses and no marks should be awarded for an 
answer which is completely incorrect or inappropriate.
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Marking Calculations
In marking answers involving calculations, examiners should apply the ‘own figure rule’ so that 
candidates are not penalised more than once for a computational error.  To avoid a candidate 
being penalised, marks can be awarded where correct conclusions or inferences are made 
from their incorrect calculations.  If a candidate gives the correct answer without showing their 
working out full marks should be awarded.

Types of mark schemes
Mark schemes for tasks or questions which require candidates to respond in extended written 
form are marked on the basis of levels of response which take account of the quality of written 
communication.

Other questions which require only short answers are marked on a point for point basis with 
marks awarded for each valid piece of information provided.

Levels of response
In deciding which level of response to award, examiners should look for the ‘best fit’ bearing in 
mind that weakness in one area may be compensated for by strength in another.  In deciding 
which mark within a particular level to award to any response, examiners are expected to use 
their professional judgement.
 
The following guidance is provided to assist examiners:

• Threshold performance: Response which just merits inclusion in the level and should 
be awarded a mark at or near the bottom of the range.

• Intermediate performance: Response which clearly merits inclusion in the level and 
should be awarded a mark at or near the middle of the range.

• High performance: Response which fully satisfies the level description and should be 
awarded a mark at or near the top of the range.

Quality of written communication
Quality of written communication is taken into account in assessing candidates’ responses to 
all tasks and questions that require them to respond in extended written form.  These tasks 
and questions are marked on the basis of levels of response.  The description for each level of 
response includes reference to the quality of written communication.

For conciseness, quality of written communication is distinguished within levels of response as 
follows:

For AS:  3 Level Bands
Level 1:  Quality of written communication is basic.
Level 2:  Quality of written communication is good.
Level 3:  Quality of written communication is excellent.

For A2: 4 Level Bands
Level 1:  Quality of written communication is basic.
Level 2:  Quality of written communication is reasonable.
Level 3:  Quality of written communication is good.
Level 4:  Quality of written communication is excellent.
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In interpreting these level descriptions, examiners should refer to the more detailed guidance 
provided below:

Level 1 (Basic): The candidate makes only a basic selection and use of an appropriate form 
and style of writing.  The organisation of material may lack clarity and coherence.  There is little 
use of specialist vocabulary.  Presentation, spelling, punctuation and grammar may be such that 
intended meaning is not clear.

Level 2 (Reasonable): The candidate makes a reasonable attempt to select and use an 
appropriate form and style of writing, supported with appropriate use of diagrams as required.  
Relevant material is organised with some clarity and coherence.  There is some use of 
appropriate specialist vocabulary.  Presentation, spelling, punctuation and grammar are 
sufficiently competent to make meaning evident.

Level 3 (Good): The candidate makes a good selection and uses an appropriate form and style 
of writing, supported with the effective use of diagrams where appropriate.  Relevant material is 
organised with a good degree of clarity and coherence.  There is widespread use of appropriate 
specialist vocabulary.  Presentation, spelling, punctuation and grammar are of a sufficiently 
competent standard to make meaning clear.

Level 4 (Excellent): The candidate successfully selects and uses the most appropriate form 
and style of writing, supported with precise and accurate use of diagrams where appropriate.  
Relevant material is extremely well organised with the highest degree of clarity and coherence.  
There is widespread and accurate use of appropriate specialist vocabulary.  Presentation, 
spelling, punctuation and grammar are of the highest standard to make meaning clear.
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Section A

1 (a) AO1 [1]; AO2 [1]

  For definition of opportunity cost [1]
  For explanation that the opportunity cost of producing 2 extra 

computers is 4 televisions [1]  [2]

 (b) AO1 [2]; AO2 [1]

  For diagram showing PPF shifting outwards to the right [1]
  For explaining the shift in context [2] [3]
  e.g. Caused by an increase in the quantity of the UK labour force – 

most migrants are of working age.

  Or

  For explanation that shift is caused by an increase in the quality of 
the UK labour force – research suggests that many migrants are 
highly skilled, are better qualified and more entrepreneurial than their 
native counterparts.

  All other valid responses will be given credit.  
 

2 (a) AO1 [1]; AO2 [1]

  For calculation of correct answer of £280,000 [2]
  If the answer is incorrect but the correct formula has been identified 

and/or appropriate data identified [1]  [2]

 (b) AO1 [2]; AO2 [2] 

  For calculation of price elasticity of demand = -1.2 [3]
  For stating that demand is price elastic [1] 
  If the answer is incorrect:
  For calculation of percentage change in quantity demanded 

(-100/500)×100 = -20% [1]
  For calculation of percentage change in price:  (10/60)×100 = 16.6%
  [1] [4]

 (c) AO1 [1]; AO2 [1] 

  For correct calculations of new quantity supplied at each price. [1]
  For identification of new equilibrium price even if no working is shown  

 [2]
  For correct calculation of new quantity supplied at each price [1]
  All other valid responses will be given credit. 

 

5
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3 AO1 [2]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [2]

 Answers may include:
• an increase in the National Minimum Wage to £8 per hour will lead 

to an increase in the economic rent of those workers who remain in 
employment after the National Minimum Wage has increased

• the increase in the National Minimum Wage may cause some workers 
to lose their jobs and hence will reduce their welfare

• the impact on employment depends on the wage elasticity of 
demand; this depends on factors such as wages as percentage of 
all costs and the ease of substituting labour with other factors of 
production; the more wage elastic demand for labour is the greater 
the fall in the number employed

• overall earnings may increase if the wage elasticity of demand is 
wage inelastic; if demand is wage elastic earnings will fall.  In the 
diagram below the economic rent of those who remain in employment 
will increase from area ABC to area EDFC

 
 Level 1 ([1]–[2])
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; limited use of 
relevant data, and diagrams where relevant, to address the issues in 
the question

• basic analysis; may lack focus
• a low quality of written communication

 Level 2 ([3]–[4])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, concepts, 
principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used reasonably to address the issues in the 
question
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• good analysis in relation to the impact on economic agents; analysis 
may not be developed fully or may have some inaccuracy at times

• a good quality of written communication

 Level 3 ([5]–[6])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant analysis used accurately and appropriately in 
relation to the impact on economic agents

• an excellent quality of written communication  
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [6]

4  AO1 [2]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [2]

 Answers may include:
• the consumption of a merit good such as fresh fruit or vegetables 

by one economic agent may confer positive externalities on society 
(improved health and brain function which in turn reduces NHS costs 
and improves productivity).  The social benefit would be greater than 
the known or perceived private benefit.  Therefore the product would 
be under-valued and under-consumed if provided through the market

• this is illustrated on the diagram below where the social benefit of 
consumption (MSB) is greater than the private benefit (MPB)

• rational economic agents only consider their own private benefit – 
they will not consider the social benefit and therefore the free market 
will lead to consumption Q which is below the socially optimal level 
Q1

6

AS_ECON_U1_Fig1_QP_DIAGRAM
01_06_2015
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• merit goods may be under-valued and under consumed due to a lack 
of information on the part of the person consuming the good.  Some 
people may not be fully aware of the benefits involved in consuming a 
good such as healthy food or not consider the benefits since they are 
likely to occur sometime in the future

• benefits of healthy food may include less illness, less use of 
healthcare resources, greater productivity

 Level 1 ([1]–[2])
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; limited use of 
relevant data, and diagrams where relevant, to address the issues in 
the question

• basic analysis; may lack focus
• a low quality of written communication

 Level 2 ([3]–[4])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used reasonably to address the issues in the 
question

• good analysis in relation to the impact on economic agents; analysis 
may not be developed fully or may have some inaccuracy at times

• a good quality of written communication

 Level 3 ([5]–[6])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant analysis used accurately and appropriately in 
relation to the impact on economic agents

• an excellent quality of written communication 
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [6] 6
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Section B

5 (a) AO1 [1]; AO2 [2]

  The price of cocoa has increased from $2280 a tonne in Feb 2013 to 
$2900 a tonne at the end of Jan 2014.  This represents an increase 
of 27.2%.  There have been significant fluctuations around this trend. 
For example between May 2013 and July 2013 the price of cocoa fell 
by 10.7% from $2440 per tonne to $2180 per tonne.

  Excellent response [3]
  Describes the data well e.g. identifies trend, and recognises that there 

are variations around the trend and supports this with a sense of 
scale.

  A basic response ([1]–[2])
  Mainly descriptive e.g. basic identification that the price goes up; 

basic identification that there is variation around the trend.
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [3]

 (b) AO1 [2]; AO2 [3]; AO3 [3]

  Answers may include:
  Demand for cocoa has increased as a result of: 

• the marketing activities of big chocolate producers who have 
positioned chocolate as an affordable luxury

• the increased incomes in Asia which is driving the increase in 
the demand for chocolate.  As income increases the demand for 
luxuries will increase more than proportionally

  The supply of cocoa has fallen as a result of:
• poor weather conditions which have hindered production
• rising cost of fertilizer has reduced its use and as a result yields 

have fallen
• the relatively better returns available from alternative crops such 

as palm oil has reduced the number of farmers producing cocoa

  A combination of a fall in supply and an increase in demand has led 
to a higher price in the market.

  Diagram should show demand curve shifting outwards/supply curve 
shifting inwards.  Effect of both changes is for the equilibrium price to 
increase.

  Level 1 ([1]–[3])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; limited use 
of relevant data, and diagrams where relevant, to address the 
issues in the question

• basic analysis; may lack focus
• a low quality of written communication
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  Level 2 ([4]–[6])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used reasonably to address the 
issues in the question

• good analysis in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
analysis may not be developed fully or may have some 
inaccuracy at times

• a good quality of written communication

  Level 3 ([7]–[8])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
issues in the question

• excellent, relevant analysis used accurately and appropriately in 
relation to the impact on economic agents

• an excellent quality of written communication
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [8]
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 (c) AO1 [3]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [2]; AO4 [2]

  Answers may include:
• cocoa production has impacted on the environment in a number 

of ways – for example, the destruction of tropical rainforests and 
the increased use of pesticides which damage the land and harm 
those who live or work in the area.  These negative externalities 
are not accounted in the market mechanism and hence the free 
market will lead to an output level Q which is greater than the 
socially efficient level of cocoa production Q1

• the welfare loss area is the shaded area in the diagram. 
It shows the output produce in the free market for which the 
social marginal costs exceeds the social marginal benefit

• the scale of the impact depends on extent of damage resulting 
from production and the size of the external costs 
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  Level 1 ([1]–[3])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some 
limited use of data, and diagrams where relevant, in relation to 
the context of the question

• basic discussion; discussion may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

© Economics Online
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  Level 2 ([4]–[6])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation 
to the context of the question

• good discussion in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
discussion may not be developed fully or may have inaccuracies 
at times

• reasonable judgement(s) building on analysis
• a good quality of written communication

  Level 3 ([7]–[9])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
issues in the question

• well focused, relevant discussion used accurately and 
appropriately in relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the 
question and reach clear conclusions built on discussion

• an excellent quality of written communication
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [9]

 (d) AO1 [3]; AO2 [4]; AO3 [3]; AO4 [5] 

  Answers may include:
  In favour of subsidising environmentally friendly farming:

• it will change the behaviour of farmers since it will alter the 
balance of costs and benefits involved in the different methods 
of farming.  Subsidising environmentally friendly methods of 
farming will provide an incentive for individuals to produce cocoa 
in a more sustainable way and could therefore help reduce the 
negative externalities associated with intensive current farming 
methods.  Note this analysis may be supported by a diagram to 
show the effect of a subsidy on producers and the market

• however others argue that issuing these subsidies involve 
significant opportunity costs and administration costs and that 
there are other more effective methods of reducing the negative 
impact of cocoa farming

• the costs of the subsidy need to be weighed up against the 
potential benefits

• education may make producers more aware of the external 
costs of their actions and this might lead them to take these into 
account.  Need to consider the costs of education, the time taken 
for education to have an impact and whether awareness is in 
itself enough to change behaviour
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• for a good answer the case for subsidising needs to be 
balanced against the effectiveness of education as ways of 
reducing negative environmental impact of cocoa production.  A 
judgement has to be made on whether subsidies are, in fact the 
most effective policy.  Alternative policies include green taxes, 
regulation, pollution permits, extended property rights etc.

  Green taxation: 
• government may use taxation to internalise the external cost
• there is the ability to ring fence the revenue raised

  However 
• there are welfare implications of taxation – loss of community/

social surplus
• possible issues around tax avoidance
• difficulties setting the appropriate tax rate

• Regulation:
 – costs of policing regulations and compliance costs for 

business
• Pollution permits:

 – tradable permits should work with the market to set an 
efficient price for pollution

  However
• there may be difficulties in setting and measuring levels of 

pollution permitted
• possible impact of speculators on the market for permits

  Level 1 ([1]–[5])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question.  Some 
limited use of data, and diagrams where relevant, in relation to 
the context of the question

• basic evaluation; evaluation may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

  Level 2 ([6]–[10])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation 
to the context of the question

• good evaluation in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
evaluation may not be developed fully or may have inaccuracies 
at times

• reasonable judgement(s) building on evaluation
• a good quality of written communication
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  Level 3 ([11]–[15])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
issues in the question

• well focused, relevant evaluation used accurately and 
appropriately in relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the 
question and reach clear conclusions built on evaluation

• an excellent quality of written communication
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [15] 35
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Section C

6 AO1 [4]; AO2 [3]; AO3 [4]; AO4 [9] 

 Answers may include:
• estimates of price elasticity of demand (PED) can assist firms 

in planning price and output decisions and can be useful to 
governments when making decisions regarding indirect tax

• may be useful to estimate e.g. the effect of price changes on 
total revenue, the impact of indirect taxes on tax revenue and 
consumption.  For example, if demand is price inelastic firm knows 
that increasing price increases revenue.  Can identify the effect of 
price changes which will affect sales, staffing and output levels

• but there are difficulties estimating price elasticity – difficult to isolate 
the effect of changes in price only – often income is changing or 
competitors’ prices are changing so the “other things unchanged 
assumption” is not valid

• estimates tend to be backward looking and conditions likely to have 
changed by the time a firm or government is considering further price 
changes

• estimates of price elasticity of demand may be so inaccurate that they 
are of little practical use to firms in the real world and lead to poor 
policy decisions

• depends on whether past data is a good indicator of the future e.g. 
rate of change in market conditions

• depends on sophistication of data analysis techniques to isolate the 
effects of price changes alone

• may not be perfectly accurate but still of value e.g. if it correctly 
identifies demand as price inelastic it will show that total revenue 
increases with a price increase

 Level 1 ([1]–[7])
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data, and diagrams where relevant, in relation to the context of 
the question

• basic analysis; analysis may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

 Level 2 ([8]–[14])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, concepts, 
principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some 
reasonable use of data, and diagrams where relevant, in relation to 
the context of the question
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• good examination of the issues in relation to the impact on economic 
agents; critical examination may not be developed fully or may have 
inaccuracies at times

• reasonable judgement(s) building on analysis
• a good quality of written communication

 Level 3 ([15]–[20])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant critical examination of the issues, used 
accurately and appropriately in relation to the impact on economic 
agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the question 
and reach clear conclusions built on critical examination of the issues

• an excellent quality of written communication 
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [20]

7 AO1 [4]; AO2 [3]; AO3 [4]; AO4 [9]

 Answers may include:
• There are a range of policies which the government could use to 

reduce poverty in the UK.  These include changes to the tax and 
benefit system to redistribute income from the rich to the poor and 
policies such as the national minimum wage.  Other policies include 
attempts to reduce unemployment and the provision of merit goods 
such as education

 Policies may include:
• tax changes such as lowering the basic rate of tax or increasing the 

tax free allowance or increases in the highest rate of income tax; 
however, could consider disincentive effects of higher taxation and 
the impact of tax changes on tax revenue

• provision of benefits in kind and cash; may consider costs and impact 
on incentive to work

• increased use of means testing; may consider costs.
• provision of merit goods
• measures to reduce unemployment
• national Minimum Wage or the living wage

 Answers may consider the costs of these policies, time taken to take 
effect, opportunity costs, and likely effectiveness.  A good response 
must evaluate whether using the tax system is the best way i.e. needs 
to compare with an alternative method.  A combination of policies may 
be used.  May want to consider factors such as the time involved and 
opportunity costs

20
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 Level 1 ([1]–[7])
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant diagrams, in relation to the context of 
the question

• basic evaluation; evaluation may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• A low quality of written communication

 Level 2 ([8]–[14])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, concepts, 
principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation to the context 
of the question

• good evaluation in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
analysis may not be developed fully or may have inaccuracies at 
times

• reasonable judgement(s) building on evaluation
• a good quality of written communication

 Level 3 ([15]–[20])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant evaluation used accurately and appropriately in 
relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the question 
and reach clear conclusions built on evaluation

• an excellent quality of written communication
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [20]

      Total 
 

20

80
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Section A

1 AO1 [1]; AO2 [1]

 The Gini coefficient measures income inequality [1]
 An increase in the Gini coefficient means that income inequality in the UK 

has increased [1] 
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [2]

2 AO1 [2]; AO2 [1]

 A progressive taxation system is one which takes a smaller percentage  
of lower incomes than higher ones.

 The percentages shown in the table are:

Total income Personal tax 
payable (£)

Percentage paid

15000 1962 13.08
23000 4542 19.75
30000 6781 22.60
45000 11937 26.53

    
 Excellent response [3]
 Excellent understanding of the concept and applied to the context well.

 Good response ([2]–[1])
 Some understanding of the concept and some application.  

All other valid responses will be given credit. [3]

3 AO1 [1]; AO2 [2] 

RPI category Item Index Weight (%) WER
Food, drink 
and tobacco

101.56 25 2539.00

Housing and 
home

103.16 42 4332.72

Personal 
expenditure

103.52 19 1996.88

Travel costs 100.96 14 1413.44

 ΣWER ÷ total weights = 10282.04 ÷ 100 ≈ 102.82 : for getting this far [2]
 Previous index × year-on-year index = new RPI value ≈ 249.7 × 1.0282 = 
 256.74 [1] 
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [3]

3

3

2
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4 (a) AO1 [1]; AO2 [2]

  Answers may include:
• Russian government may buy its own currency using foreign 

currency reserves, shifting demand for the currency outwards and 
increasing its price

• Russian central bank may increase interest rates to attract 
buyers of the rouble

  Diagram could show outward shift in the demand for roubles leading 
to a higher equilibrium value.

  Excellent response [3] 
  Excellent explanation of how the government might maintain value of 

the rouble with accurate diagram.

  Good response ([2]–[1])
  Good explanation of how the government might maintain value of the 

rouble with some attempt to illustrate with a diagram. 
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [3]

 (b) AO1 [3]; AO2 [1]

  Answers may include:
• to prevent a speculative run on the currency - if a currency is 

falling speculators might sell (to possibly buy back at a lower 
price) putting downward pressure on the currency

• a falling currency may lead to higher import prices which in turn 
could lead to cost push inflation - this could lead to lower real 
wages if wages do not increase at the same pace, and this could 
be politically unpopular

• to maintain stability in the currency markets to enable businesses 
to plan more effectively – this might encourage investment

  Excellent response ([4]–[3])
   Excellent understanding of issues and explanation of 2 reasons.

  Good response ([2]–[1])
  Some understanding of issues and explanation of 1 reason. 
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [4]

5 AO1 [1]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [2]

 Answers may include:
• prices are falling; there is deflation
• households and firms may delay spending decisions
• may lead to fall in consumption and investment
• may reduce aggregate demand and reduce output, and can create a 

deflationary spiral
• may increase unemployment and reduce import spending

7
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 Level 1  [1]
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; some limited use 
of data and, where relevant diagrams to address the issues in the 
question

• basic analysis; may lack focus
• a low quality of written communication

 Level 2  ([2]–[3])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, concepts, 
principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used reasonably to address the issues in the 
question

• good analysis in relation to the impact on economic agents; analysis 
may not be developed fully or may have some inaccuracy at times

• a good quality of written communication

 Level 3  ([4]–[5])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant analysis used accurately and appropriately in 
relation to the impact on economic agents

• an excellent quality of written communication 
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [5]

6 AO1 [1]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [2]

 Answers may include:
• using up savings increases consumption spending
• increased spending boosts aggregate demand
• higher aggregate demand tends to increase prices and output; effect 

  depends on the price elasticity of aggregate supply

 Diagram could show Aggregate Demand shifting rightwards leading to 
 higher equilibrium price and output depending on the price elasticity of 
 Aggregate Supply. 

5
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 Level 1  [1]
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
  concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
  concepts and models to the context of the question; some limited use 
  of data and, where relevant diagrams,to address the issues in the 
  question

• basic analysis; may lack focus
• a low quality of written communication

 
 Level 2  ([2]–[3])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
  concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
  concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
  data and diagrams are used reasonably to address the issues in the 
  question

• good analysis in relation to the impact on economic agents; analysis 
  may not be developed fully or may have some inaccuracy at times

• a good quality of written communication

  Level 3  ([4]–[5])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
  terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
  concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
  data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
  question

• well focused, relevant analysis used accurately and appropriately in 
  relation to the impact on economic agents

• an excellent quality of written communication 
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [5] 5
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Section B

7 (a) AO1 [1]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [2]

  Answers may include:
• the Czech Republic has had consistently the best investment 

record of the countries shown.  This high figure may be explained 
by the country’s preparation for and accession to the EU (in 
2004)

• investment in Germany has fluctuated least
• levels of investment in Ireland and Greece fell most sharply.  

These, of the nations shown in the table, were those most 
severely affected by the Euro crisis

• Ireland and Greece show the largest relative falls between 2007 
and 2012, at 58.2% and 50.8% respectively 

• the UK’s level of investment has consistently lagged behind that 
of the two other highly industrialised countries in the table

• only France is showing an increase in investment for 2012 over 
2002

• the UK’s most recent investment is down 15.8% on 2002 and 
19.1% on 2007

• perhaps other explanatory insights into reasons for differences in 
the table 

  Excellent response ([5]–[3])
  Accurate comments with comparison(s) made effectively.

  Good response ([2]–[1])
  Mainly descriptive, little comment or comparison.  

All other valid responses will be given credit. [5]

 (b) AO1 [2]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [2]

  Answers may include:
  Government policy may have predictable or unintended adverse 

consequences:
• the business rates system may lead to disinvestment as short-

term losses may be reduced by allowing property assets to 
depreciate

• high levels of taxes on profits may affect the rates of real return 
on investment

• high operating costs, especially in terms of energy costs due 
to taxes, may reduce the surpluses necessary for funding 
investment

• lack of competitiveness with other countries in terms of skills or 
mobility in the workforce may deter foreign direct investment.  
Government policies to improve these aspects may have 
insufficient priority

• failure to provide incentives to new enterprises may inhibit growth
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  Level 1  ([1]–[2])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant, diagrams to address the issues 
in the question

• basic explanation; may lack focus
• a low quality of written communication

  Level 2  ([3]–[4])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used reasonably to address the 
issues in the question

• good explanation in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
explanation may not be developed fully or may have some 
inaccuracy at times

• a good quality of written communication

  Level 3  ([5]–[6])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
issues in the question

• well focused, relevant explanation used accurately and 
appropriately in relation to the impact on economic agents

• an excellent quality of written communication 
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [6]

 (c) AO1 [3]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [2]; AO4 [2]

  Answers may include:
• many analysts believe that historical emphasis on merit goods 

has led to Northern Ireland having more of a ‘dependency culture’ 
than other regions in the British Isles

• public sector enterprises are not motivated by profits or 
discouraged by lack of them, so tend to be less efficient than 
private sector enterprises

• UK central government may have contributed to growth in the 
public sector by economically inappropriate ‘hand-outs’ aimed 
more at securing an end to civil violence than developing 
business activity

• initiatives for training the workforce in appropriate skills may not 
be focused on the needs of emerging or developing industry
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• Northern Ireland’s strategy for attracting foreign firms by providing 
premises and capital grants may not have been the most 
effective way to encourage real inward flows of capital

• there are restrictions on risk-taking where public funds are 
involved; this means that innovation is difficult when most 
economic activity is state-organised

  Level 1  ([1]–[3])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant, diagrams to address the issues 
in the question

• basic discussion; may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

  Level 2  ([4]–[6])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used reasonably to address the 
issues in the question

• good discussion in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
discussion may not be developed fully or may have some 
inaccuracy at times

• reasonable judgement(s) building on analysis
• good quality of written communication

  Level 3  ([7]–[9])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
issues in the question

• well focused, relevant discussion used accurately and 
appropriately in relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the 
question and reach clear conclusions built on discussion

• an excellent quality of written communication 
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [9]
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 (d) AO1 [3]; AO2 [4]; AO3 [3]; AO4 [5]

   Answers may include:
• relative low priority on investment spending in the UK generally 

so benefits of government involvement
• long term gains from innovation; private sector may be reluctant 

to take a long term view
• provides alternative attractions to foreign businesses starting up 

apart from simply competitive tax rates
• opportunity cost
• comparison with other types of policies
• may depend on ability of government to identify winning 

innovation and make suitable investment decisions
• may depend on affordability; the Northern Ireland Executive is 

under pressure in any case, to reduce its expenditure in line 
with UK budgetary constraints.  This may make some transfers 
of activities to private sector necessary; this could result in 
spending being switched to development of services rather than 
competition with private sector

• possible difficulties with EU regulations in providing direct support 
for companies

  Level 1  ([1]–[5]) 
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant diagrams, in relation to the 
context of the question

• basic evaluation; evaluation may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

  Level 2  ([6]–[10])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates: 

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation 
to the context of the question

• good evaluation in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
analysis may not be developed fully or may have  inaccuracies at 
times

• reasonable judgement(s) building on evaluation
• a good quality of written communication
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  Level 3  ([11]–[15])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
issues in the question

• well focused, relevant evaluation used accurately and 
appropriately in relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the 
question and reach clear conclusions built on evaluation

• an excellent quality of written communication 
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [15] 35
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Section C

8 AO1 [4]; AO2 [3]; AO3 [4]; AO4 [9]

 Answers may include:
• benefits of growth e.g. possible higher standards of living
• growth often seen as measure of success

 But 

• problems of growth e.g. environmental impact
• other economic objectives e.g. stable prices, low unemployment
• may want to consider relative importance of different objectives and 

problem achieving all of them
• may want to consider historical background of relatively recent 

recession; may put pressure on government to achieve fast growth 
“in the next few years”

• may depend on perspective

 Level 1  ([1]–[7])
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant, diagrams in relation to the context of 
the question

• basic justification; justification may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

 Level 2  ([8]–[14])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, concepts, 
principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation to the context 
of the question

• good justification in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
justification may not be developed fully or may have inaccuracies at 
times

• reasonable judgement(s) building on analysis
• a good quality of written communication
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 Level 3  ([15]–[20])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant justification used accurately and appropriately 
in relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the question 
and reach clear conclusions built on the justification

• an excellent quality of written communication 
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [20]

9 AO1 [4]; AO2 [3]; AO3 [4]; AO4 [9]

 Answers may include:
• explanation of supply-side policies and contrast with demand-side
• examples of supply-side policies e.g.

 –  Cutting and/or re-structuring taxes
 –  Reducing ‘red tape’ and increasing incentives for private firms to   

expand
 –  Promoting competition and removing barriers to entry to markets
 –  Implementing factor market reforms
 –  Improving skills and quality of the labour force
 –  Improving infrastructure generally

• increasing economic activity is a fundamental element of supply-side 
policy.  Supply-side policies have been controversial since they were 
first introduced under that name in the United Kingdom.  Their critics 
argue that they may take so long to work that their true effectiveness 
may never be accurately assessed

• the implication of the proposition in the report is clearly that demand 
side policies are appropriate while there is an output gap

• potential for supply-side policies to bring more people into labour 
market not necessarily leading to increased surplus of workers –
changes in the economy may make employers more prepared to hire.  
Improving labour market may involve improving communications, thus 
matching workers more efficiently to job vacancies

• idea of long term – if preparations not made during times when there 
is unemployment for increased opportunities in future, aggregate 
supply will remain inelastic, and future growth may be undermined by 
inflation

20
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 Level 1  ([1]–[7]) 
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant, diagrams in relation to the context of 
the question

• basic examination; examination may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

 Level 2  ([8]–[14])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, concepts, 
principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation to the context 
of the question

• good examination of the issues in relation to the impact on economic 
agents; critical examination may not be developed fully or may have 
inaccuracies at times

• reasonable judgement(s) building on analysis
• a good quality of written communication

 Level 3  ([15]–[20])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant examination of the issues used accurately and 
appropriately in relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the question 
and reach clear conclusions built on critical examination

• an excellent quality of written communication
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [20] 

 

      Total  
 8

20

80
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Section A

1 (a) AO1 [1]; AO2 [1]

  Four Firm Concentration Ratio = 65% (28 + 16 + 11 + 10)

  For correct answer [2]
  If 1 error made e.g. in selection of data or addition error [1]
  If 2 errors made e.g. in selection of data or addition [0] [2]

 (b) AO1 [2]; AO2 [1]; AO3 [2]

  Answers may include:
• the industry is oligopolistic as the top four have over 60% of 

   the industry
• a few large firms dominate the industry which might mean they 

are Price Makers and other firms may follow their prices rather 
than engage in Price Competition

• firms may collude and set prices together in an attempt to avoid 
   price wars. (Price collusion is illegal in the UK.)

• the Kinked Demand Curve theory suggests there may be price 
stability as demand is price elastic for price increases and price 
inelastic for price cuts

  Excellent response: ([5]–[3])
  Excellent analysis of the market structure with clear explanation 
  of likely implications for pricing behaviour.

  Good response: ([2]–[1])
  Understands market is an oligopoly and there is interdependence. 
  Identifies likely implications for pricing behaviour. 
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [5]

2 AO1 [2]; AO2 [1]; AO3 [2]

 Answers may include:
• minimum Efficient Scale measures the first level of output at which 

  long run average costs are minimised
• if this output is low relative to the market size as a whole this means 

  there are not significant internal economies of scale
• this means there may not be a major incentive to expand, since unit 

cost will not fall further and may begin to increase
• this may mean the market structure is competitive which will put 

pressure on businesses to be innovative and offer high quality 
products

• the impact depends on the cost disadvantage of not operating at the  
MES.  If the cost disadvantage is low there may be significantly more  
firms in the industry than if the cost disadvantage is high

• the industry can support a relatively large number of competitive 
efficient firms compared to an industry where the MES is at a 
relatively high level of output

7
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 Excellent response: ([5]–[3])
 Excellent understanding of the concept with clear analysis of the 

implications of a low Minimum Efficient Scale on the flour and milling 
industry.

 Good response: ([2]–[1])
 Some understanding of the concept with an identification and analysis of 

the likely implications of a low Minimum Efficient Scale on the flour and 
milling industry.  
All other valid responses will be given credit. [5]

3 (a) (i) AO1 [2]; AO2 [4]
   Profit maximising output occurs where marginal revenue = 
   marginal costs.  This is because at this level of output there is no 
   extra profit to be made.
   For identifying output [1]
   For explanation [2] [3]

  (ii) Maximum output without a loss occurs at the highest output 
   where average revenue equals average cost.
   For identifying output [1]
   For explanation [2] [3]

 (b) AO1 [2]

  Divorce between ownership and control occurs when the people 
making the decisions are not the same as the owners (shareholders).
This may mean that the managers pursue their own objectives rather 
than those of the owners e.g. may attempt to maximise managerial 
utility rather than profits or growth (for status reasons).

  Excellent response:  Accurate understanding and explanation of 
concept [2]

  Reasonable response:  Some understanding and limited explanation 
of the concept [1] 

  All other valid responses will be given credit. [2]

5

8
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Section B

4 (a) AO1 [1]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [2]; AO4 [1]

  Answers may include:
• the price of a pint has increased by 18.75% over the period and 

the quantity of beer sold has fallen by 12.75% suggesting that the 
quantity demanded is not sensitive to price changes

• the price elasticity of demand is -0.67 i.e. price inelastic. 
Therefore the data does not support the claim that the demand 
for beer has been extremely responsive to the change in price

  However
• other factors may have influenced the change in sales such as 

social factors and changes to the laws on promoting alcohol.  
Cannot assume the price changes are the cause of changes in 
sales

  Level 1 ([1]–[2])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant diagrams, to address the issues 
in the question

• basic discussion; may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

  Level 2 ([3]–[4])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models.  Good application of relevant 
economic principles, terminology, concepts and models to the 
context of the question; where relevant, data and diagrams are 
used reasonably to address the issues in the question

• good discussion in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
discussion may not be developed fully or may have some 
inaccuracy at times

• reasonably valid judgements linked to issues in the question and 
partially reasoned conclusions

• a good quality of written communication

  Level 3 ([5]–[6])
  An excellent good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
   terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
   concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
   relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
   issues in the question

• well focused, relevant discussion used accurately and 
appropriately in relation to the impact on economic agents
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• makes judgement on arguments made
• an excellent quality of written communication

  All other valid responses will be given credit. [6]

 (b) AO1 [2]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [3]
  Answers may include:

• in the long run a business must cover all of its costs if it hopes 
to remain in business.  However in the short-run if a loss making 
business can cover its variable costs of production it will stay in 
business in the hope that market conditions improve sufficiently 
to enable it to make at least normal profits

• in the pub industry variable costs may include the beer and 
general supplies

• in the pub industry the fixed costs may include the rent of 
premises and interest payments in any loan taken out

• if a firm finds that its revenue is not sufficient to cover its variable 
costs it will have to shut down its operations

• in Source 2 Kevin Doyle stated that he was able to remain in 
business last year as he made enough revenue to cover his 
running costs (variable costs)

  Level 1 ([1]–[2])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant diagrams, to address the issues 
in the question

• basic explanation; may lack focus
• a low quality of written communication

  Level 2 ([3]–[5])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used reasonably to address the 
issues in the question

• good explanation in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
explanation may not be developed fully or may have some 
inaccuracy at times

• a good quality of written communication

  Level 3 ([6]–[7])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models
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• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
issues in the question

• well focused, relevant explanation used accurately and 
appropriately in relation to the impact on economic agents

• an excellent quality of written communication
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [7]

 (c) AO1 [2]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [4]; AO4 [4] 

  Answers may include:
• loss making firms have two options if they wish to survive.  Either 

they must cut their costs or they must increase their revenue 
streams

  To increase revenue streams the firm could use pricing strategies 
such as:
• Cut price through use:

 – Happy hours
 – BOGOF
 – special deals for particular products – e.g. use food as a loss 

leader
 – competitive pricing – price just below that of local competitor
 – psychological pricing etc.

  However cutting price will only raise revenue if demand is price 
elastic:
• increase price if demand is price inelastic – the data in Source 1 

suggests that demand is relatively inelastic.  However this is an 
industry wide estimate and individual pubs may need to calculate 
their own price elasticity of demand; market conditions may vary 
depending on the location and competition

• increase revenue streams from non-price strategies for example 
by diversifying into non-alcohol sales:

 – food sales
 – room hire
 – entry charges

• the pub could market their product more effectively – advertising 
or sponsoring local sports teams or charities

• the pub could attempt to differentiate its product by selling 
premium ales and craft beers or by investing in refurbishment 
and its outdoor space or through extended opening hours – 24 
hour licensing

  To cut costs the firm could:
• try to reduce its wage bill by reducing staffing levels
• negotiate with suppliers for reduced prices – buying in bulk or 

stocking less popular brands
• open only at peak times
• focus on reducing waste and inefficiency
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  Judgements may consider:
• The relative costs and revenues of any actions
• The likely sensitivity of demand to any changes in e.g. price or 

marketing activities
• The likely impact on sales of cost cutting activities

  All other valid responses will be given credit.

  Level 1 ([1]–[4])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question where relevant, 
some limited use of data in relation to the context of the question

• basic evaluation; evaluation may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

  Level 2 ([5]–[8])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, concepts, 
principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation to the context 
of the question

• good evaluation in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
evaluation may not be developed fully or may have inaccuracies at 
times

• reasonably valid judgements linked to issues in the question and 
partially reasoned conclusions

• a good quality of written communication

  Level 3 ([9]–[12])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant evaluation used accurately and appropriately in 
relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the question 
and reach clear conclusions built on evaluation

• an excellent quality of written communication
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [12]
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 (d) AO1 [2]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [5]; AO4 [6]

  Answers may include:
• profit = total revenue − total costs
• profits used for investment; source of internal finance
• profit is a common indicator of success so managers may want to 

maximise this to show their own abilities as managers
• profit may be demanded by owners in the form of dividends; 

profit may be demanded by investors to boost share price
• however a pub will have stakeholders who will influence the 

objectives e.g. the community may put pressure on pubs to invest 
in and support the community

• the managers’ objectives may differ from the investors e.g. 
managers may want to maximise their own utility which may be 
to boost sales or achieve more growth

• the government may intervene to restrict pub managers’ actions 
and prevent profit maximisation in order to limit the damage done 
to society

  Overall
• may question whether ‘all’ pub managers have the same 

   objective
• may consider whether working with the community may lead to 

   lower short term profits but higher long term profits

  Level 1 ([1]–[5])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
   concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
   concepts, and models to the context of the question; some limited 
   use of data and, where relevant diagrams, in relation to the 
   context of the question

• basic judgement; judgement may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

  Level 2 ([6]–[10])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation 
to the context of the question

• good judgement in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
analysis may not be developed fully or may have  inaccuracies at 
times

• reasonably valid judgements linked to issues in the question and 
partially reasoned conclusions

• a good quality of written communication
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  Level 3 ([11]–[15])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
issues in the question

• well focused, relevant judgement used accurately and 
appropriately in relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the 
question and reach clear conclusions

• an excellent quality of written communication
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [15] 40
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Section C

5 AO1 [4]; AO2 [5]; AO3 [7]; AO4 [14]

 Answers may include:
• Mergers are normally assumed to be good for the company and 

shareholders, since the company can: 
 – gain market share
 – gain economies of scale
 – increase its market power

• However some mergers:
 – can cause a loss of value as the firm experiences diseconomies 

of scale, or finds that there is a clash of corporate cultures
 – may attract the attention of regulators if the market power 

becomes too strong
• Benefits to consumers of merger:

 – lower prices as firms pass on cost savings
 – improvement in availability as firms combine their distribution 

networks
 – potential for dynamic efficiency and innovation as combined firm 

reinvests supernormal profits
• Disadvantages of merger to consumers:

 – potential for higher prices as firm abuses market power – 
combined firm will have 25% market share

 – reduced competition can cause a decrease in quality of service, 
choice, and innovation

 Level 1 ([1]–[7])
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant diagrams, in relation to the context of 
the question

• basic evaluation; evaluation may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

 Level 2 ([8]–[14])
 A reasonable response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• reasonable knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• reasonable application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation to the context 
of the question

• reasonable evaluation in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
evaluation may not be developed fully or may have inaccuracies at 
times

• reasonably valid judgements linked to issues in the question and 
partially reasoned conclusions

• a reasonable quality of written communication
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 Level 3 ([15]–[21])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant evaluation used accurately and appropriately in 
relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the question 
and reach clear conclusions built on evaluation

• a good quality of written communication

 Level 4 ([22]–[30])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• comprehensive knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• comprehensive application of relevant economic principles, 
terminology, concepts and models to the context of the question; 
relevant data is used effectively to address the issues in the question

• well focused, relevant evaluation used accurately and appropriately in 
relation to the impact on economic agents

• well informed judgements that directly address the issues in the 
  question and reach clear conclusions built on evaluation

• an excellent quality of written communication 
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [30]

6 AO1 [4]; AO2 [5]; AO3 [7]; AO4 [14]

 Answers may include:
• reference to features of dairy farming that some argue match the 

assumptions of the model:
 – large number of sellers
 – homogeneous product
 – price takers
 – lack of barriers to entry; and
 – perfect knowledge

• reference to the unrealistic assumptions of the model of perfect 
competition:

 – attempts by farmers to differentiate their products – organic milk, 
etc.

 – reference to imperfect knowledge – farmers who have been in 
business for generations will have greater knowledge than new 
entrants – learning curve effects; and

 – reference to the fact that there will be some barriers to entry – 
cost of buying land and cattle

• models only being used as a benchmark

 Level 1 ([1]–[7])
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

30
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• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant, diagrams in relation to the context of 
the question

• basic evaluation; evaluation may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

 Level 2 ([8]–[14])
 A reasonable response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• reasonable knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• reasonable application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation to the context 
of the question

• reasonable evaluation in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
analysis may not be developed fully or may have inaccuracies at 
times

• reasonably valid judgements linked to issues in the question and 
partially reasoned conclusions

• a reasonable quality of written communication

 Level 3 ([15]–[21])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant evaluation used accurately and appropriately in 
relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the question 
and reach clear conclusions built on evaluation

• a good quality of written communication

 Level 4 ([22]–[30])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• comprehensive knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• comprehensive application of relevant economic principles, 
terminology, concepts and models to the context of the question; 
relevant data is used effectively to address the issues in the question

• well focused, relevant evaluation used accurately and appropriately in 
relation to the impact on economic agents

• well informed judgements that directly address the issues in the 
question and reach clear conclusions built on evaluation

• an excellent quality of written communication
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [30]

      Total

30

90
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Section A

1 (a) AO1 [1]; AO2 [1]

  The quantity imported is (1300000 - 500000) 800000 units.  Duty 
of £40 on each one leads to total government revenue of £32 
million.  For right answer, even if no working shown [2] For correct 
identification of basis of calculation, even with incorrect total, award 
[1] [2]

 (b) AO1 [1]; AO2 [2]

  Deadweight welfare loss is shown in the two mirror-image triangles 
between the £100 and £140 price lines.  In money terms deadweight 
welfare loss is equal to the area of these triangles (200000 units × 
£40) = £8 million [3]

  
  For correct identification of basis of calculation, even with incorrect 

total, award [2]

  For recognition only of the two triangles as the area of deadweight 
welfare loss, award [1] 

  All other valid responses will be given credit. [3]

2 (a) AO1 [1]; AO2 [2]
  Opportunity cost for Y 1A = 2B; [1]
  Opportunity cost for Z 1A= 1 B; [1] [2]

 (b) AO1 [1]; AO2 [2]
    

Country Category A goods Category B goods

Y 36 million 66 million

Z 44 million 54 million

 [1] For each of the correct values up to a maximum of 4. 
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [4]

5

6
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3 AO1 [1]; AO2 [1]; AO3 [2]

 Answers may include:
• the current account is defined as the sum of the balance of trade 

(goods and services exports less imports), net income from abroad 
and net current transfers.  A deficit means the outflows are greater 
than the inflows.  In this case the deficit is very significant

• the UK current account deficit is due to de-industrialisation which has  
contributed to a deficit in the trade in goods, disappointing 
performance of UK investments overseas relative to the performance 
of foreign investment in the UK, contributions to international 
organisations such as the European Union, the United Nations and 
the World Bank

• when a country runs a current account deficit, it is building up 
liabilities to the rest of the world that are financed by flows in the 
financial account.  Eventually, these need to be paid back

• concern may be due to the fact that the deficit is not due to a boom 
sucking in imports

• concern as may suggest long–term international uncompetitiveness of 
UK businesses

• the deficit may be a symptom of a lack of investment in research and 
development and a lack of innovation compared to other countries

  Excellent response:  ([4]–[3])
  Excellent understanding of the concept.  Analysed in context. 
  Good response:  ([2]–[1])
   Some understanding of the concept with some explanation and some 

analysis in reference to context
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [4]

4 AO1 [2]; AO2 [1]; AO3 [2]

 Answers may include:
• need to cut borrowing
• fiscal policy involves government expenditure and various forms of 

taxation
• implication may be cutting expenditure e.g. defence, education, 

welfare
• implication may be increasing taxes e.g. income taxes, corporation 

tax, VAT
• overall aggregate demand may fall and this could limit growth and 

employment

  Excellent response:  Analyses implications for UK fiscal policy well in 
context of data.  ([5]–[3])

  Good response:  Some analysis of implications for UK fiscal policy 
with little or no reference to data.  ([2]–[1])

 All other valid responses will be given credit. [5]

4

5
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Section B

5 (a) AO1 [1]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [2]; AO4 [1]

  Answers may include:
• in 2012 Ireland has the strongest increase in GDP of the three 

nations seriously affected by the Eurozone crisis
• Greece, having suffered some recession, is predicted to return to 

growth in GDP during 2014
• the UK’s rate of growth is positive throughout, passing Germany’s 

in 2013
• economic conditions in Greece are likely to be hardest, with high 

unemployment probably contributing to deflation in the middle of 
the period

• the IMF expects the Greek economy to be showing signs of 
recovery by 2015, with a downturn in unemployment and stronger 
positive movement in GDP

• overall, inflation is expected to be relatively stable, beginning to 
settle around target ranges in the two stronger economies, but 
remaining low in the three recovering ones

• throughout the period Germany’s economy is expected to remain 
the strongest overall with stable output and low unemployment

  All other valid responses will be given credit.

  Judgement may include:
• these are forecasts so may not prove accurate
• depends on the criteria being used to assess performance

  Excellent response: ([6]–[5])
  Discusses and compares data effectively in relation to performance 

with judgement made.
   Good response:([4]–[3])
    Some discussion of implications for fiscal policy with little or no 

reference to data. 
   Basic response: ([2]–[1])
  Mainly descriptive response. 
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [6]

 (b) AO1 [3]; AO2 [1]; AO3 [3]

  Answers may include:
• the negative growth of Greece and Italy in the past and the 

relatively slow rates of growth generally may have affected export 
sales for the UK; this would affect aggregate demand, output, 
growth, unemployment and the pressure on prices.  This may, for 
example, have held back UK growth so that it is slower than it 
would otherwise have been
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• UK inflation is relatively high compared to the other countries; 
this may affect the price competitiveness of UK exporters relative 
to foreign competitors; this may have restricted export growth and 
led to more imports affecting the balance of payments

• unemployment rates may affect wage rates and the costs 
of producing in these locations.  This may affect the cost 
competitiveness of the UK and whether businesses locate there

  Level 1 ([1]–[2])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant, diagrams to address the issues 
in the question

• basic analysis; may lack focus
• a low quality of written communication

  Level 2 ([3]–[5])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used reasonably  to address the 
issues in the question

• good analysis in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
analysis may not be developed fully or may have some 
inaccuracy at times

• a good quality of written communication

  Level 3 ([6]–[7])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
issues in the question

• well focused, relevant analysis used accurately and appropriately 
in relation to the impact on economic agents

• an excellent quality of written communication
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [7]
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(c) AO1 [2]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [4]; AO4 [4]

  Answers may include:
• low interest rates may stimulate investment leading to longer 

term economic growth (outward shift of AS)
• low interest rates may stimulate consumer spending leading to 

higher levels of demand
• low interest rates may lead to less demand for the currency and 

a lower value of the currency and more exports, again boosting 
demand

• low interest rates will reduce rewards to savers.  Demand may 
grow too quickly for supply leading to inflation

• The effect of low interest rates may depend on:
 – the workings of the financial system e.g. the willingness of the 

banks to lend
 – consumer confidence e.g. a willingness of households to 

borrow
 – the price elasticity of aggregate supply
 – other changes happening in the economy

• Will need to consider:
 – relative effectiveness of interest rates in controlling the 

economy
 – the perceived position of aggregate supply and aggregate 

demand

  Level 1 ([1]–[4])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant, diagrams in relation to the 
context of the question

• basic evaluation; evaluation may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

  Level 2 ([5]–[8])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation 
to the context of the question

• good evaluation in relation to the impact on economic agents; 
evaluation may not be developed fully or may have inaccuracies 
at times

• reasonably valid judgements linked to the issues in the question 
and partially reasoned conclusions

• a good quality of written communication
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  Level 3 ([9]–[12])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
issues in the question

• well focused, relevant evaluation used accurately and 
appropriately in relation to the impact on economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the 
question and reach clear conclusions built on evaluation

• an excellent quality of written communication
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [12]

 (d) AO1 [2]; AO2 [2]; AO3 [5]; AO4 [6]

  Answers may include:
• possibly averted a crisis of confidence in the euro; the ECB 

successfully restored international confidence in the ability of 
some Eurozone states to repay loans, simply by announcing that 
it was ready to buy bonds issued by their governments

• in January 2015 the ECB launched a Quantitative Easing 
Programme, reaching its target of £60bn in one month

• stagnation and European levels of debt are making it difficult to 
deploy fiscal policy; instruments of monetary policy may be the 
only tools readily available to deal with current problems

• difficulties of monetary policy working effectively in the face 
of changes to the state of the global economy, including such 
shocks as:

 – the Ebola epidemic
 – chaos in Syria and Iraq

• the ECB’s imposition of a negative interest rate on deposits from 
European banks may backfire in a number of ways as discussed 
in the sources e.g. may boost asset prices artificially

 – may depend on sensitivity of lending to interest rate changes;
 – may depend on how long it is believed the interest rate will be 

held at this level

  Level 1 ([1]–[5])
  A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some 
limited use of data and, where relevant, diagrams in relation to 
the context of the question

• basic examination of the issues; examination may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication
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  Level 2 ([6]–[10])
  A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation 
to the context of the question

• good critical examination in relation to the impact on economic 
agents; examination may not be developed fully or may have  
inaccuracies at times

• reasonably valid judgements linked to the issues in the question 
and partially reasoned conclusions

• a good quality of written communication

  Level 3 ([11]–[15])
  An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates: 

• excellent accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant 
terminology, concepts, principles and models

• excellent application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where 
relevant, data and diagrams are used effectively to address the 
issues in the question

• well focused, relevant critical examination of the issues, used 
accurately and appropriately in relation to the impact on 
economic agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the 
question and reach clear conclusions built on sound critical 
examination

• an excellent quality of written communication
  All other valid responses will be given credit. [15] 40
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Section C

6 AO1 [4]; AO2 [5]; AO3 [7]; AO4 [14]

 Answers may include:
• with small and medium-sized firms no longer bound by EU regulation, 

there could be an increase in job creation.  More than 90% of the 
UK economy is not involved in trade with the EU, yet still bears the 
burden of these rules, says the Bruges Group.  This Eurosceptic think 
tank claims pulling out of the EU but staying in the EEA would create 
1 million British jobs

• the UK would also be free to establish bi-lateral trade agreements 
with fast-growing export markets such as China, Singapore, Brazil, 
Russia and India through the World Trade Organisation

• imported food from non-EU countries could get cheaper, as tariffs are 
lowered

• the EU has limited power over tax, which is largely a matter for 
national governments. The exception is VAT which has bands agreed 
at the EU level. Outside the EU, the UK would potentially have more 
flexibility

 But
• millions of jobs could be lost as global manufacturers move to lower-

cost EU countries. Britain’s large foreign-owned car industry would 
shift into the EU and sectors linked to EU membership such as 
aerospace would also suffer. Airbus production could move to France 
and Germany

• the UK’s contribution to the EU budget is very small compared with 
the benefits to business of being in the single market.  According to 
the pressure group Business for New Europe it could be costly for 
UK exporters if they face EU legal arguments against UK standards – 
there could be a lot more court cases

• the UK could lose tax revenue if companies dealing with the 
Eurozone, especially banks, move from the City to the EU

• the EU is the UK’s main trading partner, worth more than £400bn a 
year, or 52% of the total trade in goods and services

• the EU is currently negotiating with the US to create the world’s 
biggest free trade area – something that will be highly beneficial to 
British business

 Judgement 
• may depend on the terms under which the UK left and operated 

outside of the EU
• consider impact on growth, prices, exports, imports and jobs

 Level 1 ([1]–[7])
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant, diagrams in relation to the context of 
the question
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• basic examination of the issues; examination may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a low quality of written communication

 Level 2 ([8]–[14])
 A reasonable response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• reasonable knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• reasonable application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation to the context 
of the question

• reasonable critical examination of the issues, in relation to the impact 
on economic agents; critical examination may not be developed fully 
or may have inaccuracies at times

• reasonably valid judgements linked to the issues in the question and 
partially reasoned conclusions

• a reasonable quality of written communication

 Level 3 ([15]–[21])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant critical examination of the issues, used 
accurately and appropriately in relation to the impact on economic 
agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the question 
and reach clear conclusions built on critical examination

• a good quality of written communication

 Level 4 ([22]–[30])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• comprehensive knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• comprehensive application of relevant economic principles, 
terminology, concepts and models to the context of the question; 
relevant data is used effectively to address the issues in the question’

• well focused, relevant analysis used accurately and appropriately in 
relation to the impact on economic agents

• well informed judgements that directly address the issues in the 
question and reach clear conclusions built on analysis

• an excellent quality of written communication
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [30] 30
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7 AO1 [4]; AO2 [5]; AO3 [7]; AO4 [14]

 Answers may include:
• aid may be necessary when infrastructure is deficient
• can finance investment; can overcome savings gaps; can invest in 

human capital
• effects depend on type of aid; aid can affect aggregate supply, 

aggregate demand or both. Can affect e.g. infrastructure, education
• serious inequalities between nations such as natural disasters, 

harmful climate change or civil strife and disorder remain 
insurmountable barriers to spontaneous development.  There may 
be negative spill-over effects into LDCs which are beginning to make 
their own way.  This suggests that some problems may only be 
tackled by international cooperation and generosity

 However
• free trade is the stated aim of the World Trade Organisation.  Aid is 

criticised as ineffective, even counter-productive, in terms of inducing 
dependency, enabling powerful donor nations to manipulate recipient 
governments and being vulnerable to abuse by corrupt regimes

• aid may create a dependency culture
• aid may distort markets
• there is considerable evidence that spontaneous economic growth 

has been occurring in LDCs
• developments in technology such as solar batteries and mobile 

phones are providing opportunities for ordinary people in LDCs to 
improve their lives

 May depend on:
• levels of aid
• types of aid
• how aid is targeted
• how aid is administered (is this efficient)
• how aid is actually used
• alternatives
• time period being considered; e.g. some projects may be very long 

  term

 Level 1 ([1]–[7])
 A basic response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• basic knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• basic application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; some limited 
use of data and, where relevant, diagrams in relation to the context of 
the question

• basic examination; examination of the issues may lack focus
• judgement(s) unsupported
• a quality of written communication
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 Level 2 ([8]–[14])
 A reasonable response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• reasonable knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• reasonable application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts, and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
some reasonable use of data and diagrams in relation to the context 
of the question

• reasonable examination in relation to the impact on economic 
agents; critical examination may not be developed fully or may have 
inaccuracies at times

• reasonably valid judgements linked to the issues in the question and 
partially reasoned conclusions

• a reasonable quality of written communication

 Level 3 ([15]–[21])
 A good response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• good accurate knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• good application of relevant economic principles, terminology, 
concepts and models to the context of the question; where relevant, 
data and diagrams are used effectively to address the issues in the 
question

• well focused, relevant critical examination of the issues, used 
accurately and appropriately in relation to the impact on economic 
agents

• informed judgements that directly address the issues in the question 
and reach clear conclusions built on a critical examination

• a good quality of written communication

 Level 4 ([22]–[30])
 An excellent response provides an answer that demonstrates:

• comprehensive knowledge and understanding of relevant terminology, 
concepts, principles and models

• comprehensive application of relevant economic principles, 
terminology, concepts and models to the context of the question; 
relevant data is used effectively to address the issues in the question

• well focused, relevant critical examination of the issues used 
accurately and appropriately in relation to the impact on economic 
agents

• well informed judgements that directly address the issues in the 
question and reach clear conclusions built on critical examination

• an excellent quality of written communication
 All other valid responses will be given credit. [30]

      Total

30
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